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QUESTION 1

If your campaign is opted into show ads on the Google Display Network, and your Display Network ads have a lower
CTR than your existing search ads - how will this impact the quality score of your search campaign? 

A. Your daily budget will be adjusted to account for a drop in CTR, and an increase in the CPCs needed to maintain the
existing Ad Rank of your search campaigns. 

B. Your ad performance on the Display Network does not affect your rank for search ads, so a lower CTR on the Display
Network doesn\\'t affect the Quality Score of your ads for search. 

C. Your quality score will be adjusted to reflect the average CTR of both your search and display network campaign
performance. 

D. None of these options are correct. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When setting up a Search Network campaign for a client, you want her ad to get as many clicks as possible within her
budget. Which bid strategy should you use to achieve this goal? 

A. Cost-per-thousand impressions (CPM) 

B. Cost-per-acquisition (CPA) 

C. Maximize Clicks 

D. Manual cost-per-click (CPC) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A client would like to see data in AdWords that includes clicks and impressions. Which is minimum account access level
that can be granted that includes this information? 

A. Standard 

B. Email-only 

C. Read-only 

D. Account Management 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://adwords.google.com/support/aw/bin/answer.py?hl=enandanswer=70619 
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QUESTION 4

Jim\\'s restaurant is launching a new campaign and would like greater exposure on mobile devices to attract users on
the go. How can this be done? 

A. Use the same bids across all devices. 

B. Create a dedicated campaign for each mobile device targeted. 

C. Enable a bid adjustment to bid more aggressively on mobile devices. 

D. Enable a bid adjustment to bid less aggressively on mobile devices. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You\\'ve been targeting the entire United States in your scuba diving equipment ad campaign, but you know that much
of the scuba equipment that is sold is to customers in Hawaii. What would be the most efficient way to optimize your
campaign and measure the impact of an optimization? 

A. You create a separate campaign targeting only Hawaii so you can easily see how your campaign performs in that
state, and adjust your budget. 

B. You add the keywords "Hawaii" to all of your ad groups, so that your ad will stop serving on searches that are not
specific to Hawaii. 

C. You adjust your ad scheduling so that your campaign is only showing during business hours for the time zone that
Hawaii is in. 

D. You delete all of the keywords that have not been performing well, and start over with a new set of keywords and
campaigns that uses location targeting to show only to users in Hawaii. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2453994?hl=en 
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